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The perfect family? Or the perfect lie? Gunshots ring out on the sweltering summer air, shattering the peaceful silence. The stench of exhaust fumes and burning rubber fill the humid
breeze as the car's wheels spin against the embankment. In front of the car, a girl lies hunched, her blonde hair stained red. Her light summer dress is torn. She's missing a sandal. Part
of her wishes she were dead. Inside the car, the girl's father is slumped over the steering wheel. Behind him, the girl's mother lies motionless. The forest is eerily quiet, silenced by the
violence, while the shadows of the trees protect the carnage. Crime and justice are Detective Faith Whyte's business. Murder is her speciality. Faith thinks she has seen it all, until she
investigates the brutal killing of a family in Killarney National Park. However, the killer is closer than she thinks, and Faith must open her eyes before someone else becomes the victim
of a dark and deadly mind. Faith has spent a lifetime running, but the past is about to catch up with her. Now, she must surrender to the present and trust her instincts more than ever.
What happens when the present collides with the secrets of the past? Find out in Whyte Lies, a story about family secrets, the ties that bind, and the true cost of the lies we tell. A pageturning thriller full of suspense. Discover a gripping new series of detective thrillers, set against the beautiful backdrop of Killarney, County Kerry, Ireland - WHYTE LIES - buy now
at a special launch price. Look out for more from DCI Faith Whyte. The dead are silenced, but Detective Faith Whyte will stop at nothing to give them a voice. 1. WHYTE LIES 2.
WHYTE HEAT - coming Autumn 2016 - available to preorder now Beware the person with nothing left to lose. It was just a fling, one last flirtation before settling down. But what
starts off as a bit of fun, soon becomes the biggest mistake of Irene Kennedy's life.
A London forensic psychologist pursues a serial killer with a passion for music and revenge in this crime thriller by the author of Blood Symmetry. Adrian Stone believes he is a
genius. A narcissist, with a psychotic desire to pursue his ambition to become the world’s most revered pianist, Stone joined London’s Royal College of Music as a child prodigy,
believing his path to fame was secure. But when his parents decided to send him back to school, he slaughtered them and his older sister in their Richmond home, landing himself in
Rampton’s high-security unit. Nine years later Stone escapes with two goals in mind: to kill those who denied his destiny and pursue his musical ambitions. As bodies start to appear
around London, Dr. Alice Quentin is brought in from the Met’s Forensic Psychology Unit. But when she realizes her name is on Stone’s list of potential victims, the case becomes
personal. Working alongside her boyfriend, DI Don Burns, London’s most successful murder investigator, Alice must stop Stone to save her own life. She soon realizes that there is
logic to the music left at each murder scene, and thinks she’s cracked the case, but little does she know what Stone has in store for his grand finale . . . Fatal Harmony is a compelling
crime thriller that will appeal to fans of authors like Helen Fields, Elly Griffiths, and Mari Hannah.
‘OMG what a story … you seriously need to read this one. I devoured this in one sitting, it is certainly one pulse-racing, nail-biting, gritty read … I thought my heart was going to
explode … will definitely keep you on the edge of your seat from start to finish.’ Chelle’s Book Reviews The suitcase was badly rusted, and took Erika several attempts, but it yielded
and sagged open as she unzipped it. Nothing could prepare her for what she would find inside… When a battered suitcase containing the dismembered body of a young man washes up
on the shore of the river Thames, Detective Erika Foster is shocked. But it’s not the first time she’s seen such a brutal murder… Two weeks earlier, the body of a young woman was
found dumped in an identical suitcase. What connects the two victims? As Erika and her team set to work, they quickly realise they are on the trail of a serial killer who has already
made their next move. Yet just as Erika starts to make headway with the investigation, she is the target of a violent attack. Forced to recover at home, and with her personal life falling
apart, everything is stacked against her, but nothing will stop Erika. As the body count rises, the case takes an even more twisted turn when the twin daughters of Erika’s colleague,
Commander Marsh, are suddenly put in terrible jeopardy. The stakes are higher than ever before, but can Erika save the lives of two innocent children before it’s too late? She’s
running out of time and about to make a disturbing discovery…there’s more than one killer. Brilliantly gripping, Cold Blood will have you hooked from the first page and holding your
breath to the heart-stopping and shocking ending. Read what everyone is saying about Cold Blood: ‘Unputdownable ... I couldn't read it fast enough and stayed up way too late ... best
thriller I have read in ages and I've read some good ones ... this is as good as it gets, and for me it was brilliant. I loved it.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Robert Bryndza never fails to
amaze me, he is such a gifted writer and I love the fact that he is able to maintain such a high standard of writing whilst keeping the series highly original in content. Would I
recommend Cold Blood? It's a "thousand" hell yeses and if you haven't read this series yet you really need to.’ The Book Review Café ‘I absolutely LOVE Robert Bryndza’s writing and
the Erika Foster series is probably one of the best female detective series I’ve read…..no wait, not just female, but the best detective series ever! …Wow, wow, wow!! Erika is back with
a bang.’ Stardust Book Reviews ‘Blindingly excellent ... These books should come with a disclaimer as once you start reading you aren’t going to want to walk away. This is a book you
are going to want to feast upon and devour as fast as you can.’ Jen Med’s Book Reviews 5 stars ‘This is a heart racing, hold your breath, drama packed instalment of one of the best
crime thriller series available! Robert Bryndza is a genius and raises the bar for the genre!’ The Quiet Knitter ‘As always the author had me from the gripping and intriguing start and
didn't let me go until the emotional ending… Cold Blood is without a doubt my new favourite book in the Erika Foster series. Dark, gritty, hard hitting and emotional, this is a crime
read that would be truly criminal to miss.' By The Letter Book Reviews ‘Wowza. Another fantastic gripping book from Robert. It is so good to have this detective back in my life. She
brings a sense of calmness, cleverness, and female power to a book…such a great character.’ Trisha’s Blog ‘Incredibly gripping and had me utterly hooked... so completely enjoyable ... I
can't wait for the next one!’ Novel Deelights 5 stars
An Irish police detective must juggle multiple murder cases when macabre clues start appearing . . . Detective Garda Sergeant Mike West just wants to take a break and settle down
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with his fiancée. But now two new cases have come in: A hit and run in which the victim’s family is acting suspiciously, and a missing woman found dead with the post-mortem
suggesting foul play. It only gets worse when human body parts start turning up. Everybody avoids using the words serial killer—but West fears that if he can’t make some progress,
someone else is bound to die . . .
The Art of Death
Broken Bones
The Detective Kay Hunter series
A chilling serial killer thriller for fans of Chris Carter
Gripping Scottish Detective Crime Fiction
A Gripping Serial Killer Thriller
A Gripping British Detective Murder Mystery (Dalton & Nash Book 3)
If Michael the avenging angel is watching, you're already dead...When a typed message quoting the Bible is delivered to Detective Dani McKenna, she
discovers a calculated serial killer - stalking his victims before choosing the right moment to strike.What is the dark secret that Dani's been hiding
for years? Could it be the reason for the murders?When the case threatens Dani's sanity, she must battle her own personal demons as well as catch a
killer who's getting ready to end yet another life. But the victims might not be the only ones being watched... Dani's own life could be on the line.The
Ideal Victim is an utterly gripping and compelling detective thriller in the style of the movie Se7en. Fans of Robert Bryndza, Robert Dugoni, and Angela
Marsons will be hooked from the very start.
Her eyes are wide open. Her lips parted as if to speak. Her dead body frozen in the ice. She is not the only one. When a young boy discovers the body of
a woman beneath a thick sheet of ice in a South London park, Detective Erika Foster is called in to lead the murder investigation. The victim, a
beautiful young socialite, appeared to have the perfect life. Yet when Erika begins to dig deeper, she starts to connect the dots between the murder and
the killings of three prostitutes, all found strangled, hands bound and dumped in water around London. What dark secrets is the girl in the ice hiding?
As Erika inches closer to uncovering the truth, the killer is closing in on Erika. The last investigation Erika led went badly wrong, resulting in the
death of her husband. With her career hanging by a thread, Erika must now battle her own personal demons as well as a killer more deadly than any she's
faced before. But will she get to him before he strikes again? A page-turning thriller packed with suspense. If you like Angela Marsons, Rachel Abbott
and Karin Slaughter, discover Rob Bryndza's new series today at a special launch price. Watch out for more from DCI Erika Foster. She's fearless.
Respected. Unstoppable. Detective Erika Foster will catch a killer, whatever it takes. 1. THE GIRL IN THE ICE 2. THE NIGHT STALKER COMING SOON What
people are saying about The Girl in the Ice 'I freakin' LOVED it! . . . Once in a while a book stops you in your tracks . . . this is THAT book!' Crime
Book Junkie 'I loved, loved, loved this book and Erika Foster is most definitely my kind of heroine. She is smart, tenacious, direct and passionateI
found the writing tight, evocative and enthralling. I CAN NOT wait for the next installment.' Angela Marsons 'A non-stop, edge-of-your-seat,
rollercoaster of a thriller! The ending, oh the ending! My mind is still blown! This book does not disappoint!' The Book Addicted Boy 'Oh my
gosh!...gripping, grimy, hardcore, thrilling. I was hooked!!!...I loved this bookYou Have GOT To Read This!' A Page of Fictional Love 'An intriguing web
of lies, secrets and suspense. I really enjoyed getting to know DCI Foster and am already looking forward to the next book.' Mel Sherratt 'A compelling
read once you've started, it's hard to put down.' Rachel Abbott 'Hands-down, one of the most exciting, dramatic, tense and compelling thrillers that I
think I have ever read.' Bookaholic Confessions 'Absolute perfection!Boy are there some sharp turns! There were a few moments when I felt like I had it
all figured out and I was so wrong! Fantastic book!' The Eternal Optimist 'The Girl In The Ice is a brilliantly clever crime thrillerHad me hurtling at
full speed, until WHAM!!!! with an ending that just totally blew me away! An absolute must read for all you crime fanatics out there.' By The Letter
Book Reviews 'Engaging, thought provoking, full of suspense this is one murder mystery you won't want to miss.' Erisea Magazine 'With a great plot that
really digs into the depths of human nature and some fascinating characters that really were excessive shades of light and darkThe book keeps you
guessing and on edge, you will think you have it ALL worked out, but the twisty reveal was very impressive, loved it.' Book Lover Cat Lady 'I found
myself racing through the chapters. It has plenty of twists and turns, with enough red herrings to keep the reader captivated to the very last page,
it's addictive, compulsive and much more.' The Book Review Caf_
HOW DO YOU CATCH A KILLER ALREADY BEHIND BARS?A woman lies dead in the green grass of the Common. A woman Detective Arla Baker used to know....The
finger points to a sadistic maniac from many years ago. A killer that Arla Baker put behind bars. He swore revenge back then.As women around Arla begin
to die, she knows time is running out. She has to act soon, to stop the past from destroying her life. Because this time, it seems the killer is back
for her.But there's one puzzle she can't solve. How can she get to a criminal who's already in prison?I stayed up all night to read! Get this book
today! Judy Simpson Great characters and that twist at the end. Never saw it coming! Dennis Lutes Wow! Just wow. I want to read it all over again!
Martha B.Oh Arla! She's so tough, yet so vulnerable. I love that about her character!Tanya Roberts.I read a lot of crime thrillers, and Arla Baker has
become my favorite Detective Inspector! Amazon ReviewerIf you like Angela Marsons, Robert Bryndza, Robert Dugoni, Lisa Regan, Melinda Leigh, then you
will love this spine chilling, suspenseful serial killer series.DO YOURSELF A FAVOR! GET ALL THE BOOKS IN THIS SERIES TODAY. JUST AMAZING!! Sue DiNicola
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The young girl pushes against the backseat of the family sedan, fighting to free herself from the crude ties restricting her hands and feet. As the car
speeds towards the edge of town, she looks back at her family home, and watches in horror as it is suddenly engulfed in a mass of flames. Trembling with
fear, she turns towards the driver and hears only laughter. She knows that the worst is yet to come... Detective Jenna Alton surveys the charred remains
of the large suburban home, stopping to pause at the three lifeless bodies of the Woods family. Jenna knows she’s looking for a serial killer, but her
priority is finding the missing teenage daughter last seen on the night of the inferno. Days later, Sophie Wood’s body is discovered floating in a
shallow pool of crystal-clear water—known locally as Dead Man’s Drop—but Jenna still doesn’t know who would target the quiet family in such a brutal
attack. Delving into the family’s past, she makes a shocking discovery—a link between the killer and someone connected to her deputy David Kane. If
Jenna is right and the killer is back and seeking revenge, then she must act fast to keep her deputy safe. When another girl is taken, Jenna and David
follow the trail into a network of underground caves on the outskirts of town. With little time before the killer claims his next victim, they race into
the pitch-black tunnels, unsure whether they have just walked into the killer’s trap. Can they find the girl in time and escape the caves without the
killer chasing them down? If you like pulse-racing thrillers from Lisa Regan, Melinda Leigh and Kendra Elliot, you will love this gripping new book from
USA Today bestselling author D.K. Hood. **Each Kane and Alton book can be read as part of the series or as a standalone** What readers are saying about
Promises in the Dark: “Wow. What a fabulous read. D.K. has knocked it out of the park with this one. It was dark, dangerous, tense and thrilling. I read
it in one sitting.” Bonnie’s Book Talk, 5 stars “TRIPLE WOW!!!… Amazing, fabulous and in my opinion the best one yet.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “Fastpaced and full of action, just as I would expect from this author!… Filled to the brim with action and suspense, this book will have you reading into
the early hours!!” Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars “This was spectacular and I just didn’t want it to end.” Sean’s Book Reviews, 5 stars “Oh my
goodness!… I binged on this brilliant book and didn’t stop until the last breath-taking paragraph… Treat yourself and enjoy every terrifying twist and
turn as you race through this exhilarating, mind blowing book!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “I was really looking forward to reading Promises in the
Dark and boy was it worth waiting for… Darker, grittier and more thrilling.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “An amazing author… This one was gut gripping
from the start… Absolutely brilliant!!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Wow is all I can say… Seriously speechless and excited for the next book.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “It quickly picks up with a BOOM, well several of them… A fantastic read with twists that will keep you up past bedtime.”
NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “D.K. Hood has outdone herself this time, giving us one of the most disturbing serial killers in recent memory.” NetGalley
reviewer, 5 stars “Kept me on the edge-of-my-seat and many heart-pounding moments throughout.” NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars “Darker and grittier, this is
one of the best of the series!… The conclusion to this book is perfect.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “A great twist at the beginning and a very tense
ending.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
Find Me in the Dark
Flesh and Blood
A Gripping Serial Killer Thriller with a Heart Stopping Climax
She
A Born Bad Novel (#2)
Promises in the Dark
He wrenches at the chains on his wrists and ankles—to no avail. Tears stream down his cheeks as his captor comes at him all dressed in black, chanting and mumbling incoherently, a large knife in his
hands… When multiple body parts are recovered from the Little Ogeechee River in Savannah, Georgia, local law enforcement calls in the FBI. Special Agent Brandon Fisher and his team with the Behavioral
Analysis Unit set out to investigate, but with the remains pointing to three separate victims, this isn’t going to be an open-and-shut case. With no quick means of identifying the deceased, building a profile of
this serial killer is more challenging than usual. Why are these victims being selected? Where are they are targeted? Why are their limbs being severed and their bodies mutilated? The questions compound
as the body count continues to rise, and when a torso painted blue and missing its heart is found, the case takes an even darker turn. The FBI will need to convince the Deep South to give up her secrets if
they’re going to catch the killer. After all, one thing is clear: the killing isn’t going to stop until they figure it all out. And they are running out of time… Remnants is “a gritty nightmare of a tale that will churn the
stomachs of even the most hard-boiled of FBI agents…” (Tome Tender Book Blog). Buy this heart-pounding thriller today and hunt a serial killer alongside the FBI! Perfect for fans of Catherine Coulter, JT
Ellison, and Patricia Cornwell. Readers love Remnants: “WOW!! And again wow. I thoroughly enjoyed this gritty, psychological, twisted thriller.” 倫倫倫倫倀
The perfect thriller to keep you up at night…”
倫倫倫倫倀
The plot has that gripping intensity to it.” 倫倫倫倫倀
Enthralling from beginning to end.” 倫倫倫倫倀
Gripping & intriguing.” 倫倫倫倫倀
A thrilling book, full of twists and turns.”
book is gritty, sometimes almost gross, with plot twists that will keep you guessing for hours.” 倫倫倫倫倀
This book was fast paced from page one. It had me sucked in, and I hated putting it down.”
倫倫倫倫倀
All the details in this story are amazingly accurate.” 倫倫倫倫倀
It’s twisted, mind-reeling, and captivating!” 倫倫倫倫倀
Arnold makes the reader feel like part of the team.” 倫倫倫倫
She’s not fragile like a poppy. She’s fragile like a bomb. Poppy Pratt isn’t sure whether it’s normal for a recently widowed psychopath to feel this level of rage, but she does know two things: Her husband is
dead because of what she is. And she’s more dangerous than your average psychopath. She was eighteen when her father brutally murdered her boyfriend in their Alabama shed, but she was seven when
the training started. Seven when she watched her serial-killer father hang a victim from a set of metal hooks. Seven when he first handed her the blade. Not that it bothered her; Poppy’s never been normal.
Normal children can’t be accomplices. Normal children show signs of distress when asked to keep bloody secrets. But now those secrets are coming back to take the things Poppy cares about. There’s only
one suspect who makes sense—only one that her late husband mentioned by name. Molly. The daughter of one of her father’s victims, the only other child who ever lived with them—a child her father might
have groomed along with Poppy. A girl who vanished when they were kids. Poppy barely remembers the girl, but the tactics she’s using to rip Poppy’s life apart are undeniably her father’s. It seems Molly
always knew more than she should have—she’s not normal either. And Poppy won’t let her past destroy her future. Now Poppy must go back to where it all began to find a girl who should be dead—a girl
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barely anyone knew existed in the first place. Her father trained Molly well, but he trained his own daughter better. Sometimes, what matters most is blood. Tense, tightly-focused, and brimming with corrosive
wit, Hidden Wounds is absolutely addictive—every page is a gripping reminder of O’Flynn’s grasp on the thriller genre and the hidden psychology of serial killers. Fans of Claire MacKintosh, Chelsea Cain,
and Gilly MacMillion will love Born Bad.
A serial killer’s twisted obsession pulls one detective into the darkest of cases in a compelling thriller from the author of Merciless. When the body of a woman is discovered near Doncaster’s red-light district,
DI Kate Fletcher is called to the scene. The victim has an abdominal wound that looks like a Caesarean incision, leading the police to believe she may have been pregnant. Kate’s team establish the woman’s
identity but it soon becomes clear that those close to her have something to hide. The post-mortem reveals the victim wasn’t pregnant and, when a second body is discovered with similar wounds, the police
realize they are hunting for a serial killer with a sinister fixation. Can Kate solve the case before another woman dies? And can a ruthless, methodical killer be brought to justice? Praise for the books of
Heleyne Hammersley “If you like your police procedurals full of drama, gasps and OMGs then this one is for you!” —Chapter in My Life “A fast-paced procedural that kept me turning the pages. Ms.
Hammersley’s writing pulls you in and with all the twists and turns I couldn’t put it down.” —Avonna Loves Genres Don’t miss Reunion, the fourth thriller in the DI Kate Fletcher series!
Serial Killer Thrillers 5-Book Bundle contains five full length thriller novels by award winning criminologist and bestselling crime writer R. Barri Flowers, including Before He Kills Again, Dark Streets of
Whitechapel, Justice Served, Killer in The Woods, and Murder in Maui. Before He Kills Again (A Veronica Vasquez Thriller) FBI psychologist and criminal profiler Veronica Vasquez returns to her hometown of
Portland, Oregon, to assist lead homicide detective Bryan Waldicott in apprehending a ruthless serial killer dubbed "The Rose Killer," who kills beautiful women in pairs, leaving a rose on top of each corpse.
When she begins to suspect that the new husband of her estranged sister Alexandra could be the crazed killer, Veronica pursues that delicate angle and, in the process, becomes a target herself. Dark
Streets of Whitechapel (Jack the Ripper Mystery) In 1888, in New York City, the search for a killer of prostitutes comes to an end with the capture of Doctor Jack Lewiston, a respected surgeon and madman.
But before he can go to trial, Jack escapes from custody and flees the country to London, England, where he has now his sets his sights on ladies of the night streetwalking in Whitechapel in London’s East
End. Brought out of retirement to track him down is ex-NYC homicide detective-criminologist Henry Marboro, whose younger sister was one of Jack’s victims, and is bent on avenging her death. Justice
Served (A Barkley and Parker Thriller) In Portland, Oregon, male spouse abusers are being beaten to death by a bat-wielding female vigilante, dubbed by the press, The Vigilante Batterer Killer. Each victim
had recently been on trial for domestic violence-related charges, but was set free through plea bargains, technicalities, or acquittal. Two Portland Police Bureau Detectives--Sergeant Ray Barkley and his
partner Detective Nina Parker--investigate the killings. Among the list of suspects is Criminal Court Judge Carole Cranston, who presided over the trials of all the victims and has dark secrets she is in no hurry
to share. Killer in The Woods (A Psychological Thriller) In the town of Bluffs Bay, Washington, a serial killer dubbed by the press as “The Woods Strangler” is killing beautiful women in the affluent
neighborhood of The Woods. In an effort to bring the community together to fight this terror, Selene Herrera, director of a local battered women’s shelter, helps establish a neighborhood crime watch group
with the help of second husband, Quinn. When he is accused of being the strangler, Selene is left to wonder if it is a cruel hoax or if she has married a brutal killer, who has now set his sights on her to join his
growing list of victims. Murder in Maui (A Leila Kahana Mystery) In this police procedural medical mystery novel set in the lush, deceptively idyllic tropical paradise of Hawaii, Maui County homicide detective
and composite sketch artist Leila Kahana and partner Detective Sergeant Blake Seymour investigate the execution-style murder of two prominent doctors in an upscale condominium. As they interview
suspects and collect evidence, more doctors are murdered in the same manner, making it clear to all that they have a ruthless and determined serial killer on their hands.
Murder Game
A Tapping at My Door
A gripping and heart-pounding serial killer thriller
A totally gripping serial killer thriller
A gripping serial killer thriller
The Ideal Victim
A gripping serial killer thriller with a shocking twist

Devour books 4-6 in the bestselling Detective Kay Hunter series in one box set of edge-of-your-seat crime thrillers! "Rachel Amphlett is a master of
misdirection!" – Waterstones Here's what you get in the box set: Hell to Pay When a road traffic accident on a dark autumn night uncovers a disturbing
conspiracy, Detective Sergeant Kay Hunter’s investigation exposes a ruthless serial killer exploiting vulnerable young women. With her enemies unmasked and
her career spiralling out of control, Kay’s determination to seek vengeance for the victims brings her dangerously close to those who want to silence her.
Undeterred, she uncovers the real reason behind a plot to destroy her career and sets in motion a terrifying chain of events. Could Kay’s need for revenge be
her undoing, or will she survive to see justice served? Hell to Pay is a gripping fast paced crime thriller, and the fourth in the Detective Kay Hunter series. Call
to Arms Loyalty has a price. Kay Hunter has survived a vicious attack at the hands of one of the country's most evil serial killers. Returning to work after an
enforced absence to recover, she discovers she wasn't the only victim of that investigation. DI Devon Sharp remains suspended from duties, and the team is in
turmoil. Determined to prove herself once more and clear his name, Kay undertakes to solve a cold case that links Sharp to his accuser. But, as she gets closer
to the truth, she realises her enquiries could do more harm than good. Torn between protecting her mentor and finding out the truth, the consequences of Kay's
enquiries will reach far beyond her new role⋯ Call to Arms is a fast-paced murder mystery, and the fifth in the Detective Kay Hunter series. Gone to Ground
While attending a crime scene on the outskirts of Maidstone, DI Kay Hunter makes a shocking discovery. The victim has been brutally cut to pieces, his identity
unknown. When more body parts start turning up in the Kentish countryside, Kay realises the disturbing truth – a serial killer is at large and must be stopped at
all costs. With no motive for the murders and a killer who has gone undetected until now, Kay and her team of detectives must work fast to calm a terrified
local population and a scornful media. When a third victim is found, her investigation grows even more complicated. As she begins to expose a dark underbelly
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to the county town, Kay and her team are pulled into a web of jealousy and intrigue that, if left unchecked, will soon claim another life. Gone to Ground is a
gripping serial killer thriller full of page-turning suspense, and the sixth book in the Detective Kay Hunter series to date: 1. SCARED TO DEATH 2. WILL TO
LIVE 3. ONE TO WATCH 4. HELL TO PAY 5. CALL TO ARMS 6. GONE TO GROUND 7. BRIDGE TO BURN (2019) Books 1-3 are available in a separate box
set collection. Police procedural, british detective, detective series, noir, suspense, thriller, mystery, British, female detective, women sleuth, legal thriller,
thriller series, mystery series, psychological thriller, strong female, strong female protagonist, police procedural, thriller and suspense, vigilante justice, crime,
action packed, police officer, hard-boiled, cozy, legal, suspense, suspense series, crime, financial, murder, theft, death, justice, crime fiction, crime novel,
kidnapping, serial killers, heist, series, women's fiction, detective, conspiracy, political, terrorism, contemporary, genre fiction, murder mystery, mystery series,
English detective series, English mystery series, English detective
When the tortured body of a young woman is found in a dumpster, her eyes swollen shut and her clothes soaked with blood, Detective Erika Foster is one of the
first at the crime scene. The trouble is, this time, it's not her case. While she fights to secure her place on the investigation team, Erika can't help but get
involved and quickly finds a link to the unsolved murder of a woman four months earlier. Dumped in a similar location, both women have identical wounds - a
fatal incision to their femoral artery. Stalking his victims online, the killer is preying on young pretty women using a fake identity. How will Erika catch a
murderer who doesn't seem to exist?
A serial killer is covering their tracks by framing innocent people. Can DI Munro guess the motive and save the investigation? When a young woman is found
murdered in her flat, CCTV quickly points to a suspect. But when Andrew Stewart is brought in for questioning, his willingness to cooperate with Munro and
West raises doubts about his guilt. When another body turns up, book-lover Andrew falls under suspicion once more. It will take the sharp wits of Detective
Munro to look past the obvious clues, and uncover an elaborate ruse. With Andrew off the radar, they must follow a new line of investigation and everything
seems to point to one of their own. If you like detective fiction with lots of twists and the challenge of working out the identity of the killer, ENMITY is for you.
Set in the western Scottish town of Ayr, ENMITY is full of deadpan wit and plenty of surprises. The developing relationship between the detectives makes this
Scandinavian-style novel stand out with its beautiful atmospheric setting, quick-fire dialogue and the plot that keeps you guessing right until the end. ENMITY is
the third book by Pete Brassett to feature DI Munro and DS West, the first being SHE, followed by AVARICE. They can be enjoyed on their own, or as a series.
A man isn’t born a killer. Something happens to make him become one⋯ "Brilliant thriller for fans of Michael Connelly and Harlan Coben." The victims are
young men. Their killer drugs them and slashes their wrists. Then he cleans their bodies, combs their hair, and wraps them in protective sheeting before
leaving them where they’ll be easily found. Is it a compulsion? A game? Or a brutally delivered message? These are the questions Homicide Detective
Lawrence Hoskins must answer as he takes on the lead role in his first serial murder investigation. But as the bodies keep coming, he feels like he’s the one
holding the blade, the one standing between life and death. Under mounting pressure he turns to former colleague Cass Fletcher for help. She knows how a
serial killer thinks and why they can’t stop. If she can tell him why, perhaps it will lead him to who. Except Hoskins has already made one mistake he’s not
aware of. Involving Fletcher is another. And as the killer continues to elude him the case takes its toll in ways he never expects. More so when the signs start
pointing in a new direction⋯ “Five beautiful boys lined up in a row, No longer unnoticed but seen by all The officers who killed them soon everyone will know
Because the tougher they act, the harder they fall.” Never Seen is a gripping and chilling serial killer thriller, and the first book in the Hoskins & Fletcher crime
series "Unlike anything I have ever read before. Amazing, original and most highly recommended." "The twists and turns kept me reading for hours, and I cried
at the end. Can't wait to read the next two books!" "I raced through this book. Loved the seriousness, the humor, the sadness." "Couldn't put it down."
Dark House
A totally gripping thriller full of shocking twists
An Absolutely Gripping Mystery and Suspense Thriller
Five Days Post Mortem: a Gripping Serial Killer Thriller
A gripping serial-killer thriller
The Christmas Killer
Deadly Secrets
AN INTENSELY CREEPY SERIAL KILLER THRILLER DEBUT, FOR FANS OF CHRIS CARTER AND M. W. CRAVEN. 'A truly extraordinary crime novel' - Lynda La Plante 'Written with a
clear grasp of social media, the story simply bristles with invention - though it is not for the faint hearted' - Daily Mail 'You couldn't ask for a more assured if startlingly graphic and gory debut' Irish Independent 'Satisfyingly gruesome fare' - Financial Times Death is an art, and he is the master . . . Three glass cabinets appear in London's Trafalgar Square containing a gruesome art
installation: the floating corpses of three homeless men. Shock turns to horror when it becomes clear that the bodies are real. The cabinets are traced to @nonymous - an underground artist
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shrouded in mystery who makes a chilling promise: MORE WILL FOLLOW. Eighteen years ago, Detective Inspector Grace Archer escaped a notorious serial killer. Now, she and her caustic DS,
Harry Quinn, must hunt down another. As more bodies appear at London landmarks and murders are livestreamed on social media, their search for @nonymous becomes a desperate race against
time. But what Archer doesn't know is that the killer is watching their every move - and he has his sights firmly set on her . . . He is creating a masterpiece. And she will be the star of his show. Praise
for The Art of Death: 'I flew through it . . . tense, gripping and brilliantly inventive' SIMON LELIC 'Unsettling, fast-paced, suspenseful and gripping . . . Excellent' WILL DEAN 'A serial killer
thriller with the darkest of hearts' FIONA CUMMINS 'A tense-as-hell high-body count page turner, but a rarer thing too - one that's also full of genuine warmth and humanity' WILLIAM SHAW
'This book is AMAZING!!!' Goodreads 'Gripping, what a concept and a thoroughly chilling read! The way the characters evolve and draw you in is spellbinding. Exploring the complexities of life on
social media. An epic thriller that's both current and terrifying! 5*' Amazon Reviewer * * * * * Perfect for fans of Cara Hunter's Close to Home, Laura Marshall's Friend Request and thrillers by
Clare Mackintosh and Robert Bryndza. The thriller with twists you'll never see coming! * * * * * Can a group of true crime addicts take on the police to catch a serial killer? A young woman is found
dead in her bedroom surrounded by rose petals - the latest victim of 'The Lover'. Struggling under the weight of an internal investigation, DI Dominic Bell is no closer to discovering the identity of
the killer and time is running out. As the murders escalate, Clementine Starke joins an online true crime group determined to take justice in to their own hands - to catch the killer before the police.
Hiding a dark secret, she takes greater risks to find new evidence and infiltrate the group. As Starke and Bell get closer to cracking the case neither of them realise they're being watched. The killer is
closer to them than they think, and he has his next victim - Clementine - firmly in his sights. * * * * * What readers are saying about My Little Eye: 'My Little Eye is a bang on psychological thriller
of the most addictive kind.' Goodreads 'Beautifully paced writing that had me speeding through every chapter at a rate of knots. Easily one of my favourite reads this year so far.' Goodreads Would I
recommend this book? Oh YES! Yes! Yes! You better believe I would! My Little Eye had a Luther-esque feel to it but it's unique, risky, dark and addictive story really got under my skin. Can't wait
for the next in this series!' Amazon Reviewer * * * * * 'My Little Eye is an enthralling, intriguing and twisty tale for all of us armchair detectives who think we know it all.' Liz Nugent, author of
Lying In Wait and Unravelling Oliver 'A masterclass in pacing & such an original take on the serial killer thriller.' - Eva Dolan, author of This Is How It Ends
SheA Gripping Serial Killer Detective Thriller
LOSE YOURSELF IN A CLASSIC BRITISH MURDER MYSTERY WITH A COMPLEX PLOT, DARK MOOD AND TOUGH FEMALE DETECTIVE. Two gruesome murders. Two families
bound together by a dark secret. Everyone has something to hide but only one is the killer. When a badly decomposed body is pulled from The Thames hooked on the anchor of a couple's yacht,
Dalton and Nash are called to the scene. Wrapped in tarpaulin and weighted down with bricks and concrete, forensics soon confirm that the death was a result of foul play. Worse still, whoever it is,
was alive when they were plunged into the icy cold, dark water. With only a partial ticket in the victim's clothing and any DNA now degraded, the task of finding their identity and opening a murder
investigation rests with Grace and Ryan. As relations between Grace and DCI Harris become strained due to him postponing her annual leave, another case is added to her workload. A second body,
dismembered and strategically placed, has been found in scrub land at a golf course in Bexley. A business card and distinctive tattoo soon identifies the victim as being that of Mick Parnham, a
successful businessman with an enemy and a bad marriage. As Dalton and Nash dig deeper into his business dealings their investigations lead them to his former business partner, Liam Clarke, a
controlling and bitter man who holds nothing but contempt for the Parnhams. Theories and truths begin to surface, revealing affairs, betrayals, blackmail, addictions and a secret that binds the
families together. Enquiries are met by a wall of silence, but as criminal profilers identify the perpetrator to be a serial killer high on the psychopathy scale the investigation takes a dangerous turn.
They soon realise they are up against a clever psychopath who is one step ahead of their every move. To solve the case, they must go back to where the feud between the families started and reveal an
event which changed their lives forever. Everyone has something to hide. Everyone has someone to protect. But who is the killer? Crime Fiction Author Natalie Hames brings you the third book in
the Dalton and Nash series, All For You. A gripping and complex police procedural which will leave you guessing the murderer until the end. Reader Reviews "My interest was held throughout and
when the perpetrator was finally revealed it wasn`t who I thought it would be. Always a sign of a good crime thriller." ~ Marion Butler "(As a retired police officer I do still like a good crime!) what a
lovely surprise this was. I couldn’t put it down, loved the characters from the beginning and a great story which stayed interesting throughout." ~ Amazon Customer "Another twisty, turny book
when reading this everything else around you just disappears as you get so engrossed in it. Di Grace Dalton and her partner Ryan Nash total opposites so gripping." ~ Sharon Hurst "... the best police
thriller I have read in a long time. I cant praise the authors writing highly enough. I just love her work..." ~ MCR
The Serial Killer's Daughter
It Was You
No Easy Answer
Totally Gripping and Unputdownable Serial Killer Fiction
An absolutely gripping serial killer thriller
The Detective Kay Hunter series books 1-3
An Enthralling Scottish Murder Mystery
A deadly game of cat and mouse - and the police aren't the ones doing the hunting. A gripping new serial killer thriller from the bestselling author of Cry Baby When police are called to a
murder scene in the Liverpool suburbs, even the most jaded officers are disturbed by what they find. DS Nathan Cody, still bearing the scars of an undercover mission that went
horrifyingly wrong, is put on the case. But the police have no leads, except the body of the bird - and the victim's missing eyes. And then the killer strikes again, and Cody realises the threat
isn't to the people of Liverpool after all - it's to the police. PRAISE FOR A TAPPING AT MY DOOR 'Cody is up there with the best in every sense . . . A thrilling series opener' Weekend Sport 'A
harrowing page-turner from a writer who seems to know your darkest fears. Terrific!' David Mark, bestselling author of Dark Winter 'The Liverpool setting makes for an interesting change,
the characters are well drawn and the plot builds to a taut and tense conclusion. In all, a worthy addition to the annals of British detective fiction'The Sydney Morning Herald 'The best
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crime fiction novel I've read. It's an outstanding book, and it's one that I am going to be recommending to everybody' Book Addict Shaun 'A deliciously dark and compelling investigation .
. . a well-executed thriller, with plenty of scope and a firm foundation for a projected series' Raven Crime Reads 'I was sucked in and had tears in my eyes and a lump in my throat. At other
points, I just couldn't turn the pages fast enough. Jackson's writing is flawless' Rebecca Bradley, Murder Down to A Tea
Hugely confident ... harrowing, visceral ... recommended Ian Rankin on Dead Inside
Her body floats. A bloated thing half atop the river. Naked. Pale. Mouth and eyes open wide. When two fishermen discover a corpse floating in the Clackamas river, profiler Violet Darger
heads to rural Oregon to hunt another serial killer. What she discovers in the woods might change the course of her life. What secrets does the water conceal? The girl in the water marks
the third such case in the area -- all drowned with superficial stab wounds and discovered in a body of water -- and Darger feels certain she won't be the last. The corpses are badly
decomposed. The flesh purpled and softened from their time in the water. The forensic evidence distorted by decay and the elements. But the victims share one more thing in common -all were discovered roughly five days post mortem. A coincidence? Something with meaning to be discerned? Darger suspects the timeline to be significant, but without evidence, she can
only guess as to why. That sets up what might be the key to the case: What is the killer doing to the victims for the four days between their deaths and dumping their bodies? It's Darger's
first case without Loshak, and it will test her like none before. This pulse-pounding thriller will have you holding your breath until the final page. Fans of John Sandford, Karin Slaughter,
Gillian Flynn, and Lisa Gardner should check out the Violet Darger series. The books in the series can be read in any order, so grab Five Days Post Mortem and get started today. Praise for
the Violet Darger series: "Un-put-downable! I cannot wait for this series to grow. If you love Sandford, Slaughter, Kava, Stelljes and Deaver, you'll LOVE Vargus & McBain!" -- Melody M "The
Violet Darger books are honestly the best detective novels I've ever read." -- Devin "Vargus and McBain have, in Violet Darger, created a character that absolutely stands up with some of
the greats -- Phillip Marlowe, Dave Robicheaux, Elvis Cole, Charlie Parker, August Dupin, Jack Reacher, Harry Bosch, etc." -- Lucinda E. Snyder "I devour each installment in this series the
instant it is available." -- Shelley R. Klouzal "Wow, just wow! If you like scare-you-half-to-death mystery books this is the one for you. It starts with a bang and just doesn't stop." -- Ada Lavin
"Violet Darger is a unique, incredible character, and I immensely enjoyed taking this journey with her." -- Cat "A rush of excitement, twists and turns." -- C. Munger "Insightful, bloody. Page
turner about the corruption of morality and warped thinking patterns." -- Bella from Readingnstuff.com "Refuses to let go until you have read the last sentence." -- Bloodymummer
"Reading a Violet Darger novel always feels like coming home to an old friend--we hang out, we drink some coffee, we talk about her and Loshak's personal lives, we interview victims'
families, we chase down some serial killers--all the stuff you normally do with your friends, except better. More exciting." -- eden Hudson, author of Revenge of the Bloodslinger "These
books are kind of a nice combination of crime fiction and horror. Ok nice might not be the right word to use. How about gruesome. Or thrilling? Terrifying? Gripping? They're all that. They
suck you in right away. And you just can't put them down until it's over." -- Melanie "If you are a fan of Silence of the Lambs, this book is a spiritual successor." -- Amazon customer "Vargus
and McBain spin a fine tale with characters I want to climb inside -- but not in a weird way." -- Jeanne Tarrants
As the snow begins to fall, the body count begins to climb...
Dead Souls
The Detective Kay Hunter series books 4-6
The Nail Collector
Bad Seed
Avarice
A mega-twisty, gripping crime thriller that will leave you breathless
An absolutely gripping crime thriller

A man who survived being drowned ends up in Manchester’s canal. Someone who was hit by a car is shoved in front of DC Archie
Davey’s patrol vehicle. Killers generally aren’t a happy bunch but this particular one seems to have a problem with second
chances. Luckily for DI Jessica Daniel, things are looking up. She’s been assigned to work on the most crime-free estate in the
city and she’s back living with her best friend. Things could not be hunky-dorier. That is unless there’s a sinister reason why
the estate is so free of trouble...
My father's path was one I never wanted to walk, but here I am, following drops of blood like a crumb trail left in the woods. I
was born of murder, my life built on the bones of a prolific killer. And now, I must atone for sins that should not be mine to
bear. Detective Harlow Durant has spent a lifetime trying to escape the shadows of her tormented past. As the daughter of a
convicted serial killer, Harlow was determined to turn her life around and is now the only female detective at the New York Police
Bureau of Criminal Investigation, bringing killers like her father to justice. Upstate, in the small college town of Plattsburgh,
the body of a young woman has been found inside a melting snowbank. Harlow and her partner Detective Lucas Park are immediately
called in to investigate. Searching around the victim's frozen body, they find a bracelet which identifies her as college student
Alyssa Trent. As Harlow and Lucas begin to gather evidence from the town's shocked community, the snow continues to thaw and soon
another two victims are discovered. With the body count rising fast it is clear that Harlow is hunting a serial killer. But what
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links these seemingly ordinary young women? With a town living in fear and a killer at large, Harlow receives a chilling message
from someone who knows her father's case and knows the secret she has hidden from the bureau. Is she being warned off the case?
And with a freak April snowstorm heading across the state, will Harlow risk everything to stop a killer dead in their tracks
before they strike again? From the bestselling author of Next Girl To Die comes a chilling and unputdownable crime thriller
perfect for fans of Melinda Leigh, Kendra Elliot and Robert Dugoni's Tracy Crosswhite series. Readers love Dea Poirier: "One of
those books that I was so engrossed in, I had to keep the Kindle next to me throughout the day to snag every few minutes I could!
I was actually angry when pulled away from it!" Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "This nail-biting thriller is everything you would ever
want in a murder mystery. It grabs you and keeps you guessing until the end... easily a 5 star novel." Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
"Wow, just wow!... The more I read the more I couldn't wait for the next chapter." Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "This book kept me on
the edge of my seat the whole way... could not put this down, I read it in 24 hours." Goodreads reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "A masterful
suspense that kept me on the edge of my seat and introduced me to characters I felt in love with... this is one of those books
that you want to read slowly because you don't want it to end but at the same time, you can't put it down!" Goodreads reviewer,
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Download books 1-3 in the bestselling Detective Kay Hunter series in one box set of gripping crime thrillers! "If you like your
novels fast-paced and twisted with a tension that leaves you weak at the knees… you will love the whole series!" - Chapter In My
Life Here's what you get in the box set: Scared to Death A serial killer murdering for kicks. A detective seeking revenge. When
the body of a snatched schoolgirl is found in an abandoned biosciences building, the case is first treated as a kidnapping gone
wrong. But Detective Kay Hunter isn’t convinced, especially when a man is found dead with the ransom money still in his
possession. When a second schoolgirl is taken, Kay’s worst fears are realised. With her career in jeopardy and desperate to
conceal a disturbing secret, Kay’s hunt for the killer becomes a race against time before he claims another life. For the killer,
the game has only just begun… Will to Live Your next journey could be your last... When a packed commuter train runs over a body
on a stretch of track known to locals as ‘Suicide Mile’, it soon transpires that the man was a victim of a calculated murder. As
the investigation evolves and a pattern of murders is uncovered, Detective Sergeant Kay Hunter realises the railway’s recent
reputation may be the work of a brutal serial killer. With a backlog of cold cases to investigate and attempting to uncover who is
behind a professional vendetta against her, Kay must keep one step ahead of both the killer and her own adversaries. When a second
murder takes place within a week of the first, she realises the killer’s timetable has changed, and she’s running out of time to
stop him… One to Watch Sophie Whittaker shared a terrifying secret. Hours later, she was dead. Detective Kay Hunter and her
colleagues are shocked by the vicious murder of a teenage girl at a private party in the Kentish countryside. A tangled web of
dark secrets is exposed as twisted motives point to a history of greed and corruption within the tight-knit community. Confronted
by a growing number of suspects and her own enemies who are waging a vendetta against her, Kay makes a shocking discovery that
will make her question her trust in everyone she knows. One to Watch is a gripping murder mystery thriller, and the third in the
Detective Kay Hunter series: 1. SCARED TO DEATH 2. WILL TO LIVE 3. ONE TO WATCH 4. HELL TO PAY 5. CALL TO ARMS 6. GONE TO GROUND
7. BRIDGE TO BURN (2019) Books 4-6 are available in a second box set collection. Police procedural, british detective, detective
series, noir, suspense, thriller, mystery, British, female detective, women sleuth, legal thriller, thriller series, mystery
series, psychological thriller, strong female, strong female protagonist, police procedural, thriller and suspense, vigilante
justice, crime, action packed, police officer, hard-boiled, cozy, legal, suspense, suspense series, crime, financial, murder,
theft, death, justice, crime fiction, crime novel, kidnapping, serial killers, heist, series, women's fiction, detective,
conspiracy, political, terrorism, contemporary, genre fiction, murder mystery, mystery series, English detective series, English
mystery series, English detective
"An exceptionally good crime thriller, loved the Scottish setting" Gary Miller When a body is found in a remote Scottish glen, DI
Munro comes out of retirement to investigate The Police chief wants everything wrapped up before the upcoming regatta, but the
locals are remarkably unforthcoming with helpful information. Sassy and quick, London detective sergeant Charlotte West is roped
in by DI Munro to help solve what is now a murder case. It is good police work that will unravel the truth behind the crime, but
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not without ruffling a few feathers first. Will the killer escape the sharp-witted detectives' grasp? If you enjoy a whodunnit
with a twist, this atmospheric novel is for you Set in the coastal town of Inverkip in the north-west of Scotland, AVARICE is a
straightforward murder mystery with more twists and turns than Spaghetti Junction. No blood, no gore, no serial killers! But it's
a cracker. AVARICE is the second book by Pete Brassett to feature DI Munro and DS West, the detectives that first appeared in SHE.
It's not a sequel and can be read as a standalone. However, those who have read SHE will have a head start on the characters'
profiles. The third book, ENMITY, is also now available. Look out for Pete Brassett's many other titles on Kindle, including The
Girl From Kilkenny, Prayer for the Dying and Kiss The Girls.
Last Breath
Whyte Lies
A Gripping Serial Killer Thriller that will have you Hooked
Intended Victims
All For You
A Gripping Serial Killer Thriller You Won't Be Able to Put Down
Enmity
Like father, like daughter. Poppy never believed she’d be a married woman with a pet pug, but she’s enjoying it…as much as a suburban psychopath can enjoy anything. Of
course, feelings are irrelevant. It’s actions that make you a good employee, a good friend, a good wife—her husband would never believe that she’s as numb inside as a dead
tooth. And though the fact that she got her serial killer father locked away doesn’t speak well of her as a daughter, she’s content to remain hidden in his shadow. But when a
local murder rocks her town, Poppy finds herself at the center of the investigation. Strangely, the lead detective is the same man who investigated her father, an Alabama sheriff
who seems to have taken a job with the state police for the sole purpose of watching her. It doesn’t help when evidence from the local murder scene leads back to
Poppy—someone is trying to frame her for a crime she didn’t commit. But Poppy won’t make that easy—no way is she ending up in prison like her father. And though her dad may
have been a murderous psychopath, he was even more adept at manipulation. You don’t kill fifty people and still have the neighbors convinced you’re a great guy unless you’re
an excellent faker. And he taught Poppy well. She’ll give this town something they’ll never see coming. Twisted, sharp as a blade, and addictively macabre, Intended Victims
doesn’t let up—O’Flynn is a master of the unexpected. The Born Bad series is a guilty pleasure that will keep readers hooked from page one. For fans of Heartsick, Dark Places,
and the Mr. Mercedes series.
OVER 1 MILLION COPIES SOLD #1 WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLING SERIES "Compelling at every turn! The Girl in the Ice grabs us from the first page and simply won't
let go." --Jeffery Deaver, #1 internationally bestselling author Her eyes are wide open. Her lips parted as if to speak. Her dead body frozen in the ice...She is not the only one.
When a young boy discovers the body of a woman beneath a thick sheet of ice in a South London park, Detective Erika Foster is called in to lead the murder investigation. The
victim, a beautiful young socialite, appeared to have the perfect life. Yet when Erika begins to dig deeper, she starts to connect the dots between the murder and the killings of
three prostitutes, all found strangled, hands bound and dumped in water around London. What dark secrets is the girl in the ice hiding? As Erika inches closer to uncovering the
truth, the killer is closing in on Erika. The last investigation Erika led went badly wrong... resulting in the death of her husband. With her career hanging by a thread, Erika must
now battle her own personal demons as well as a killer more deadly than any she's faced before. But will she get to him before he strikes again? "A riveting page-turner. An
astonishingly good plot with perfectly drawn characters and sharp, detailed writing. The Girl in the Ice is a winner." --Robert Dugoni, #1 Wall Street Journal bestselling author
"Absolutely brilliant. A real page-turner. Highly original. I could not put this thriller down." Chris Anderson A gripping murder mystery detective thriller that keeps you guessing
until the end. Detective Inspector Munro is a burly Scottish policeman who doesn't suffer fools gladly. Detective Sergeant West is an intelligent young woman, new to the force,
with a lot to prove. When a missing person case lands on their desks, Munro is skeptical there is much to it. But their investigation soon comes to some strange findings, and
before long, a body is found. With a serial killer on their hands they must act fast to trace a woman placed at the scene of the crime. Yet discovering her true identity, let alone
finding her, proves difficult. And as the plot thickens they realize the crime is far graver than either of them could have imagined. If you like crime fiction with a killer twist you will
love SHE, the latest Scandinavian style suspense thriller by Pete Brassett. "When you read Brassett's books you enter a world you don't want to leave." Sally Heath PETE
BRASSETT is the author of several crime fiction thrillers, all are available on Amazon Kindle: KISS THE GIRLS follows the story of a soldier who gets into trouble after returning
home, traumatized by war. THE WILDER SIDE OF CHAOS is a racy fast paced international crime novel. THE GIRL FROM KILKENNY and PRAYER FOR THE DYING are both
murder mysteries set in Ireland. BROWN BREAD is a farce about a family who literally get away with murder. * Look out for AVARICE and new release ENMITY, also featuring DI
Munro and DS West.
‘DON’T OPEN IT. DON’T OPEN THE DOOR—’ As she walks home from work, Josephine Thomas is brutally attacked and left to die. Billy Rucker had known her briefly, and he
soon hears about the tragedy. At the request of Jo’s distraught colleague, he agrees to look into the murder. After tentative enquiries, things move horrifically close to home. A
friend of Billy’s is killed. Burying his grief, Billy tackles his most dangerous investigation yet. But something else is wrong – are these murders horrible coincidences or is he
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somehow the connection between them? If so, will he be the next target or is there another plan: a vendetta sending Billy’s world irrevocably out of control... The latest
extraordinary and gripping Billy Rucker novel, this is a must-read crime thriller for fans of Peter James, Ian Rankin and Mark Billingham. ‘Plenty of twists and genuine literary
quality’ Time Out ‘Chilling, gripping and emotive... an unmissable series’ Shine Magazine The Billy Rucker Crime Thrillers Shut Eye Hold Back the Night SuperJack It Was You
An Absolutely Gripping Serial Killer Thriller
Edge of your seat murder mysteries
Jessica Daniel series Book 14
Dead Mercy (Maggie Jamieson thriller, Book 5)
A gripping serial killer thriller that will take your breath away
A Born Bad Novel (#3)
A Gripping Crime Mystery
'What a dizzying roller-coaster ride Now that I've finished this book, I can finally take some deep breaths and allow my heart beat to return to normal. The author took me through twists, turns and an intricate
and fast-paced plot...The ending just made me gasp.' Relax and Read reviews, 5 stars A serial killer is playing a terrifying game of life or death with his victims. After he captures them, a countdown begins. He
marks the time by sending clues to the whereabouts of the women he has taken in three disturbing images: alive, tortured, dead. In a race against the clock, East London Detective Ruby Preston must play the
twisted killer's terrifying murder game and decipher the clues before more women die... But this isn't the first time the police have seen such a sickening crime. The notorious Lonely Hearts Killer, Mason Gatley,
was put behind bars ten years ago for murdering six women in exactly the same chilling way. Desperate for more information, Ruby persuades her boyfriend, Nathan Crosby, to use his criminal connections to
set up a dangerous meeting. Because to catch this killer, she needs to think like one... But the closer Ruby grows to the dark and charming Mason Gatley, the more worried her team become. Is Mason really
helping her catch the killer? Or is he lining Ruby up to be his next victim? Fans of Angela Marsons, Rachel Abbott and Peter James will be hooked by this dark and utterly disturbing thriller, packed with twists
until the final page. What readers are saying about Murder Game: 'Oh my goodness... Caroline Mitchell What a book I devoured this book this afternoon, I could not stop reading it. I love Ruby Preston and her
team... Absolutely 5 stars all the way for me.' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'Wow Caroline Mitchell really outdid herself here I wasn't able to guess who the killer was until Mitchell had it flashing on a sign for me
at 92%, but of course, that wasn't all... she threw a massive twist in on top of it Hold on for the wild right she'll pull you through with Murder Game.' Next Book Review, 5 stars 'Absolutely love this Ruby Preston
series. I couldn't put this book down as the killings and the plot escalated. I was certain I had fathomed who the killer was. But, oh, how wrong I was. Brilliant book ' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'Brilliant fast
paced and gripping story that keeps you on the edge of your seat. Ruby is fast becoming my favourite detective.' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'This book was a first class gripping read. I absolutely loved it.' I
Love Reading UK, 5 stars 'Once again Caroline Mitchell delivers an amazing book. With twists and turns throughout. Right to the end I was kept on the edge of my seat.' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'The
author's background in the police force adds authenticity to Murder Game... The plot is fast paced very much like the investigation, and I'm sure my heart was pounding as Murder Game reached its dramatic
conclusion... the perfect crime thriller read.' The Book Review Caf , 5 stars
The truth was buried along with their bodies . . . until now. FROM THE CREATOR OF BBC DRAMA SILENT WITNESS, COMES A GRIPPING AND SINISTER THRILLER THAT WILL HAVE YOU ON THE
EDGE OF YOUR SEAT. During the murder investigation of a teenage boy, DCI Mark Lapslie's methods come under fire and, as a result, his prime suspect walks free. Meanwhile another body is discovered
and Lapslie and his team quickly find themselves on the trail of a voracious serial killer. One year earlier, dedicated young journalist, Josie Dallyn stumbles over a chain of very similar cases. Whilst she is
digging deeper and deeper into the truth behind the mysterious deaths, she is getting herself into more danger than she could have ever anticipated and her life is being threatened by some very dark forces.
Perfect for fans of Angela Marsons and MJ Arlidge. *********** SEE WHAT EVERYONE IS SAYING ABOUT NIGEL MCCRERY AND THE DCI MARK LAPSLIE SERIES: 'DCI Mark Lapslie is Nigel's finest
creation . . . Immaculately constructed and beautifully observed' Daily Mail 'What a brilliant book. I thoroughly enjoyed every part of this book, an interesting start and an ending to end all endings' Amazon
Reviewer 'Had me gripped from start to finish' Amazon Reviewer 'Not for the feint hearted' Amazon Reviewer 'There is no way I'd ever have guessed who the killer was' Amazon Reviewer 'Highly original . . .
one of the best crime fiction books of the year' Amazon Reviewer 'Gripping' Daily Mirror 'Perfect holiday book for all crime lovers out there!' Amazon Reviewer 'One you won't want to put down. My first Nigel
McCrery book, but won't be my last. Highly recommended, but not for the feint hearted' Amazon Reviewer 'First time reader of this author and this book was outstanding' Amazon Reviewer 'A wonderful story.
Beautifully crafted' Amazon Reviewer 'One of the most memorable monsters in modern crime fiction' Daily Express
The Unlucky Ones
Fatal Harmony
My Little Eye
A Gripping Serial Killer Thriller That Will Have You Hooked
The Thames Path Killer
Serial Killer Thrillers 5-Book Bundle: Before He Kills Again\Dark Streets of Whitechapel\Justice Served\Killer in The Woods\Murder in Maui
Cold Blood
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